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DOUGLAS MARSTON

ABSTRACT: The accuracy ofpredicttons offuture studenr perform.ance on the basis of graphtng dara on

semilogarithmic chans and equal intemal graphs was e:ranined. Predictions nade for 63 students on the

basis of reading and witten erpression data collected. over 7 weeks were compared to acrual data collected

lor weeks 8, 9, and 10. Anatyses of deviailons between pred.ictions and acrual scores indicated that
predictions were more dccurate when the data lud been graphed on equal inunal graphs. Implications

lor training are discussed.

Measuring Progress on mPs: A
Comparison of Graphing Approaches

il Implernentation of hrblic Law 9+142. the

Education for All Handicapped Children Ac!, re-
quires that. an Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
be written for all handicapp€d students receiving
special education services. In addition, the sarne

legislation mandates the use of fair and nondiscrimi-
natory assessment practices in moniroring student
progress toward IEP objectives. The use of traditional
achievement and intelligence tests for such purposes,
however, may be a tenuous exercise. Salvia and

Ysseidyke (1988) warn that many tests lack evidence
of validity or reliability. Some researchers point out
that achievement tests differentially sarnple student
curricula and therefore provide educators with
questionable data about actual student pertormance
(Good & Salvia. 1988; Jenkins & Pany, 1978). And
finally, rorn-referenced tests are not adequately
designed to measure pupil progress (Carver, 1974;
Hively & Reynolds, 1975).

An alternative assessment strategy for measuring
pupii progress is the use of repeated measurement

and time series analysis of the student's academic

skiils (Fuchs, Deno. & Mirkin, 1984; Marston,

1988). Ttris methodology has been outlined in severai
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approaches to delivering sp€cial education services:

Precision Teaching (Lindsley, 1971), Exceptional
Teaching (White & Haring, 1980), and Data-Based

Program Modification (Deno & Mirkin, 1977).

Common to all ttree models is ttre frequent
measurement of student skiils on various academic

tasks related to IEP goais. The collected data typically
are ploned on graph paper and the results subjected
to a tir.r,c series analysis. In this way, :iudent pro3re::
toward ItrP goals and the effectiveness of instnrc-
tional strategies rnay be evaluated. Fuchs and Fuchs
(1986) determined that systemadc monitoring over
time produced an average gain of .7 standard
deviation for monitored students compared to non-
monitored students.

While there are some similarities zrmong these

repeated measurement modeis, there is an imponant
difference invoiving the type of graph to be used in
charting student data. Proponents of the Precision
Teaching and Exceptionai Teaching models advocate

the use of the Standard Behavior Chart (Pennypacker.

Koenig , & Lindsley , 1972), a graph on which

variabies rneasured aione the ordinate (venical a,tis)

are recorded on a logarithmic scale. Those favoring
this semi-logarithmic chan claim improvement in
academic pertoffnance is proponionai, no[ anthmeti-
cal, and is measured and predicted best on the

logarithmic scaie (Howeil, Kaplan, & O'Connell,
1979). The implication for the exceptional student
who may initially acquire academic skiils at a slow
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rate is iilustrated by White and Haring (1980). These
authors noted that graphing rypical student perform-
ance data on an equal interval chart may be

misleading since initially progress is slow. Using the
equai interval chart, a successful instnrctional plan
might be abandoned because of lack of improvement,
whereas the same set of srudent data on the Standard
Behavior Chart will appear more orderly in its display
of growth.

However, many proponents of time series analy-
sis indicate that equai interval graphs serye educa-
tional needs just as well. Most graphing procedures
used in major texts emphasizing tirne series analysis
in education employ equal interval grapirs (Glass,
Willson , & Gottman, 1975; Kratochwill, 1978;
O'l*ary & O'trary , 1972; Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer,
1977). The dilemma facing practitioners is choosing
the more technically adequate graphing procedure.

Brandste$er and Merz (1978) addressed the issue
of the efficacy of both graphing procedures. They
found higher rates of student achievement when data
were chaned on the two types of graphs compared
to not charting data. However, their research did not
directly compare the semi-logarithmic chan with the
equal interval graph. The question of which graph to
use is not a triviai .one. Test standards developed by
the American Psychoiogical Association, American
Educational Research Association, and the National
Council for Educarional Measurement (APA, 1985)
require that scaling methods used in assessment

procedures be technically adequate. Users of the
Sanciard Behavior Chart and equai interval graph
must attend to these recommendations, for they are

integral to assessment procedures currently recom-
mended for exceptional students.

PT'FPOSE

The research presented here cornpares the two
approaches. Since proponents of the Standard Behav-
ior Chan maintain that a significant characteristic of
the semi-logarithmic chart is the abiliry to bener
predict srudent performance, we have focused on an

anaiysis of the accuracy of the different predictions

generated by each type of chan. Each chart produces

different predictions. As may be seen in Figure 1, the
projections of student performance from ttre same set

of data on the two rypes of charts are very different.
For example, using identical data sets of 10 weeiciy
poina, the prediction of perforrnance by the 20th
week is 48 words correct for the linear rnodel and
60 words conect for the logarithmic model. The
research presented here examines efficacy of the

Iinear model (Equal Interval Craph) and the logarith-
mic model (Standard Behavior Chan).

METHOD 
i

Design 
:

Student performance on direct, repeated measures
of reading and written expression were collected
weekly over a ZVz-month period for 83 low-
achieving elementary students. Using a computer
program to simulate charting on both equal interval
and semi-logarirhmic graphs. each student's data
were entered into the computer at the end of the 7th
week. Regression equations for each set of student
data for both charts were calculated. The slope of
each student's perforrnance on both the semi-
Iogarithmic and equal interval chan then was used
to predict student perforrnance at weeks 8, 9, and lO
of the data collection period. The estimares of student
performance at these times were contrasted with the
actual data collected at weeks 8, 9, and 10 by
determining the absolute deviation berween the
scores.

The size of the deviation scores for the semi-
logarithrnic chart (logarithmic model) was then
compared to the magninrde of the deviations on the
equal interval graph (equal interral model) for each
student on each measure with a paired r test analysis.
On those comparisons where significant differences
were found, the graphing approach with the smaller
average deviation score was considered to be the one
making better predictions of student performance.

Subj ects

Selection of this low-achieving population resuited
from the screening of all 785 elementary snrdents
from grades 3 to 6 enrolled in three elementary
schools. The schools were iocated within communi-
ties in rural settings, yet each was within 50 miies
of the metropolitan Twin Ciry area. According to
1970 Census figures, the ttree corrmunities ranged
in size from 2,281 to 8,876.

Screening procedures involved a short duration
measure of written expression that significantly
discriminated LD and non-LD studens (Deno,

Marston. & Mirkin, 1982). Each student was

administered a story starter and asked to write a

composition. For each srudent, the number of words
written in the composition (Totai Words Wrinen)
was computed. Students who had no history of
special education services and scored at or below the

l5th percentile were asked to participate in the

repeated, direct measurement phase of the studv.
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FIGURE 1

Predictions of Student Performance Using Linear and Isgarithmic Models

i

EQUAL TNTERVAL GRAPH: Linear Model (1o week prediction is 48 words)
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Parental permission was received for 83 students.
Twenty-six of the students were thfud graders , L7
were fourth graders. 19 were fifth graders, and 21
were sixth graders. Thfuty-two of the low-achieving
popuiation were females.

Procedures

All 83 students were administered short duration
measures designed for direcl, repeated measurernent
of reading (Deno, Mirkin, & Chiang, 1982) and

wrinen expression (Deno, Marsron. & Mkkin, 1982)
0n a weekly basis for l0 weeks.

Reading. Lisrs of words seiected randomly from rhe

third-grade level of the Harris-Jacobson Word List
(Harris & Jacobson, 197?) were used for the reading

tasks; these wers administered each week. For each
list, the student was asked to read aloud for one
minute. Test insmrctions read verbatim to the subject
were:

Here is a word list that I want you to read- When I
teil you to start, you can read across the page.
Please read as fast and accurately as you can. If you
come to a word that you don't know, move on to
the next one. I will teil you when to stop reading.
Are there any gle$ions? Ready? tsegin.

The chiid then was tirned for 6O seconds while the
teacher foilowed along and recorded mistakes on a

sheet identical ts the one from which the snrdent read.
If a student did not respcnd after approximately 6

seconds, he or sfue was told to moye on to the next
word. At the end of the timing, recording sheets were
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Linear and Logarithmic Models in Predicting Performance at rrileek 8

M easures
Sample
Size

Type of
Graph

Mean
Deviation

Standard
Deviation

,]
l

,i

T-value Probabiliw

Words Read Correctly
3rd Grade l-evel

Words Read Incorrectly
3rd Crade Level

Words Read Correctly
Grade l*evel

Words Read Inconectly
Grade l*vel

Total Words Written

Words Wrinen Correctly

Words Written Incorrectly

Correct l-etter Sequences

for Writing Task

Wrinen Expression Measures

Reading Measures

EQ Interval
[ngarithmic
EQ Interval
logarithmic
EQ Interval
Logarithmic
EQ Interval
[-ogarithmic

EQ Interval
Logarithmic
EQ lntervai
[ngarithmic
EQ Interval
Lngarithmic
EQ Interral
I-ogarithmic

75

l)

55

54

75

75

l)

75

9. ss
9.84
2.87
3.?4
5.99
5.97
2.77
3.t2

6.90
7 .17

6.49
7.05
1.81

2.4?
28.38
29.89

7.6
8.3
I,l
3.8
4.7
4.6
2.6
3.1

\)
5.7
5.3
6.6
1.5

2.7
21.3
23.8

t.67

.83

.79

1.67

1.35

1.20

n,d<
L.tJ

r.60

. 100

.409

.777

.111

. 183

.232

.016

.115

ccilecied and later scored by trained judges. For each

list, the numbers of S/ords Read Correctly flAfRC)
and Words Read Incorrectly (WRI) were scored.
Estimates of interrarcr agreement ranged from .94 to
.98.

In addition to reading the third-grade lists, the

fourth, fifth, and sixth $aders were asked to read a

list of words selected from their grade level from the
Harris-Jacobson list. For example, each week the

fifth graders read both a third-grade list and a

fifth-grade List. For each of these lists, the number
of Words Read Correctly from Grade l*vel (\YRCG)
and the number of S/ords Read Incorrectly from
Grade I-evel $fRIG) were counted.

'lYrifren expression. Story starters were used to

obtain weekly writing samples frorn ttre 83 students.

Directions to the students were:

I want you to write a story. I am going to read a

scotence to you f,rst, and then I want you to urrite

a short story about what happens. You wilI have a

minute to think about a story to write and then you
wiil have three minutes to write it. When I say
'please start writing' you may begin.

students' responses to each story starter were scored

by a rained judge. The compositions were scored for
Totai Words Written, Words Written Correctly,
Words Wrinen Incorrectly, and Correct I-ener
Sequences Written (White & Haring, 1980). Inter-
rater agreement was .87 .

RESULTS

On ail r test comparisons, the .05 level of probabiliry
was used as the criterion levei for significance. In the

first anaiysis, the linear (equal interval) and loganrh-
mic models were compared on predictions of student
performance at week 8 based upon the siope of the
first seven weekly rneasurements. As may be seen

in Table I , only one of the contrasts was significantl
the difrerence favored the linear model in measuring
Words Wrinen Incorrectly.
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TABLE 2

Cornparison of Linear and I-ogarithmic Models in Predicting Perforrnance at Week 9

M easures
Sample
Size

T.upe of
Graph

M ean

Deviation
Standard

Deviation T-value Probabilitv

Words Read Correctly
3rd Grade l,evel

Words Read Incorrectly
3rd Crade I-evel

Words Read Correctly
Grade l-evel

Words Read Incorrectly
Grade l.evel

Total Words Written

Words Wrinen Correctly

Words Y/rinen Incorrectly

Correct Irtter Sequences

for Y/ritine Task

Reading Measures

EQ Interval 9.69
Logarithmic 10. 15

EQ Interval ?.81

lngarithmic 5.36
EQ Interval 7.30
Logarithmic 7.13
EQ Intervai 3.14
logarithmic 3.90

Wrimen Expression Measures

76

76

54

54

8.62
9.45
8.23

9.8s
1.94
3. r9

36.12
40.51

9.0
t8.z
r.3
8.9
t.3
6.9
?.9
4.7

7.0
8.7
6.9

t2.t
r.9
5.7

30. r
35.2

r.96

2.52

r .25

I .86

2.s8

1.58

2.W

2.95

.054

.014

.?17

.069

01,,2

119

045

004

78

78

78

78

EQ Interval
[ogarithmic
EQ Interval
logarithmic
EQ Intervai
Logarithmic
EQ Interval
lngarithmic

Predicting week 9 performance from the slope of
the first 7 weeks was the focus of the second analysis.

The results from this analysis are presented in Tabie
2. Four of eight comparisons (Words Read Incor-
rectiy, Total Words Written, Words Written Incor-
rectly, and Correct kner Sequences) were signifi-
cant; all differences favored the linear model which
exhibited smaller deviations between predicted and

acrual scores. Two other contrasts. which aiso

dispiayed lower deviations for equal interval graphs,
approached significance (Words Read Correctly, p
: .054; Words Read Incorrectlv on Grade kvel
Materiai, p = .069).

Week trO estimates based upon the 7-week slope

were examined in the third anaiysis. As can be seen

in Table 3. four of the eight contrasts were significant
at the .05 levei; again, these favored the linear modei.

The comparison for Words Read Incorrectly on Crade

Ixvel Material approached significance {p : .056),
with smaller deviations demonstrated on equal
interval graphs.

DISCUSSION

The research described here focused on oniy one
aspect of graphing, thr use of time series data to
predict future performance. Yet, this in itself is quite
significant when the writing of IEP goals is
considered. White and Haring (1980) proposed that
an analysis of the slope of student data is useful in
produciirg goals and objectives. Thus, generating
predictions from time series data is helpful in the
deiivery of special services to the exceptional student.

The question asked here is, which graph shouid be

used to chan student pe'rrormance?

The research indicates that predictions of student
perforrnance for weeks 8 , 9 , and 10, based on 7

weeks of data in reading and wrinen expression, are

more accurate when data are graphed on the equal

interval chan. In no cases did comparisons showing
a significant difference favor the Standard Behavior
Chart.

The most important impiication of this research

is for training- Often educators resist usins the
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Comparison of Linear and Logaritt*t$f*:,r'," Pr+dicting Perfortrlance at week 10

M easures

Sample Type of
Groph

Mean
Deviation

Standard
DeviationSize T-value' Probabiliry

Reading Measures

Words Read Correctly
3rd Crade l-evel

Words Read Incorrectly
3rd Grade kvel

Words Read Correctly
Grade I-evel

Words Read Incorrectly
Grade kvel

Total Words Written

Words Written Correctly

Words \Yrinen Incorrectly

Correct I-etter Sequences

for S/riting Task

Written Expression Measures

79

79

54

54

EQ Interval

I.ogarithmic
EQ Interval
["ogarithmic
EQ Interval
logarithmic
EQ Interval

logarithmic

EQ Interval
[ogarithmic
EQ Interval
Logarithmic

EQ Interval
Logari&mic
EQ Interval
I-ogarithmic

13 .56
14.05

3.43
8.50

10.r1
9.82
4.37
5.80

9.87
11.29
9.31

12.53
1.75

3.?6
43.03
48.27

9,8
10.6

1.3

?r.3
9.5
9.7
5.r
t.l

8.6
9.7
8.3

7t.4
1.6
6.2

34.6
40.9

t.&

1t)

1,67

1 .96

?.95

1.4

?.21

2.19

. 105

.037

. 101

.056

.004

. 153

.030

.037

79

79

79

79

Standard Behavior Chart for reasons such as "it's
overly compiex" or "I can't explain it to parents."
In many instances, those discouraged by the semi-

logarithmic graph but interested in graphing are more
wiiling to use equai intervai graphs. If increasing the

likelihood that special educators wiil use repeated

measurement strategies in their educational planning,
interventions, and assessments is a function of the

rype of graph they prefer (usually the equai intervai
chart), it would appear the research presented here

provides an empirical basis for making that choice.
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